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An investigation was undertaken on the Peace River in British Columbia and
Alberta on the effects of the formation and release of anchor ice on river
hydraulics. It appears that the formation and release of anchor ice can cause
waves or fluctuations in discharge and water levels referred to in this paper as
anchor ice waves (AIWaves).
The investigation consisted of a field component where water levels and water
temperatures were measured and photographic and video evidence of anchor ice
formation and release was obtained. A numerical model simulation of the
formation and release of anchor ice using and enhanced version of the CRISSP
1D model was also conducted.
Both the field and numerical simulation findings indicated that water level and
discharge fluctuations from AIWaves can be significant but more work needs to
be done to calibrate the numerical model to simulate the measured field
AIWave data.
AIWaves in the field were found to occur just before some consolidations of the
winter ice cover indicating that they may cause ice cover instability, the
precursor to the formation of freeze-up ice jams, high water levels, and potential
flooding.

1. Introduction and background
BC Hydro owns and operates the W.A.C. Bennett and Peace Canyon dams on the Peace River in
northern British Columbia (Figure 1). The company along with Alberta Environment and Parks
monitors the formation and break-up of the ice cover as it relates to the potential for ice jam
flooding at the Town of Peace River, Alberta. Data is continually being collected to improve
understanding of the ice processes and to improve river ice numerical models used for real-time
operations to optimize the trade-off between the ice jam flooding potential and the generation of
electricity. A critical time is during the ice cover formation at and upstream of the Town of Peace
River, which usually occurs in the months of December and/or January.
To prevent a disruption of the ice cover during this time (referred to as a secondary
consolidation); flow releases out of the Peace Canyon dam are kept relatively steady for a few
weeks until the ice cover gains sufficient strength through internal freezing. However, from
operational experience it is known that secondary consolidations still occur and are often
coincident with transition from cold weather to warmer weather, even if the warmer weather
produces air temperatures that are not above freezing. Tributary inflows of unregulated streams
downstream of Peace Canyon Dam are in winter recession and only account for about 5 to 10%
of the total flow in the river. Even during periods of a few days above freezing (due to chinooks)
is not enough to ripen the snowpack and produce run-off. Therefore the only discharge
fluctuations in the Peace River are the result of regulation and/or ice related effects. This paper
describes the previously unknown phenomenon that the formation and release of anchor ice can
produce measurable and significant changes in flow. These are referred to in this paper as anchor
ice waves, or AIWaves.
2. Known factors that affect winter ice cover formation stability
The ice cover on the Peace River forms as ice floes arrive at the leading edge which advances it
upstream. Initially the floes are aligned edge to edge (juxtaposed ice cover). As the ice cover
advances upstream the downstream forces accumulate and can transform the juxtaposed ice
cover into a consolidated ice cover. In the steeper upstream reaches of the Peace River (km 20 to
565), the consolidation processes that causes the collapse of the temporarily juxtaposed covers
and produces thicker consolidated ice covers almost always occurs, except under extremely cold
weather. As the ice pans juxtapose for tens of kilometres the cumulative forces from water drag
along the bottom of the ice cover and from gravity due to the river slope can cause the ice cover
to consolidate. The ice pans then overturn on each other and thicken the ice cover in just a few
minutes from less than a metre thick to several metres. This process typically occurs every few
hours as the ice front is advancing, and is generally limited to the first 2 to 5 km of ice cover
downstream of the ice front. These types of collapses are termed “primary consolidations” and
produce a more or less uniformly thick ice cover over many kilometres of channel length. The
thickened ice cover provides a greater contact area between the channel banks, thereby
transferring the forces on the ice cover laterally to the banks rather than relying on the transfer of
forces downstream to produce the force required for a stable ice cover. In fact, this is the primary
mechanism for a stable ice cover to form in steeper reaches of the Peace River upstream of the
Notikewin River (km 565). However, juxtaposed ice covers can occur in the steeper reaches of
the Peace River on occasion during extremely cold weather, usually at temperatures below -30 or

-35 oC. This is because the rapid freezing together of frazil pans gives the ice cover enough
strength to resist primary consolidations.
Larger consolidations that produce locally high freeze-up levels can occur from time to time.
Every year, at some location on the Peace River, the ice cover advances rapidly due to colder
than normal air temperatures, perhaps in the juxtaposed mode. Under such cold conditions the
ice cover can advance longer distances without primary consolidations since additional stability
is gained from the ice floes freezing together. However, this strength is relatively tenuous and
cumulative local ice loads from the rapidly advancing ice cover may eventually create instability.
The more rapid the advance, the more unstable the ice cover. For example, an ice cover can
advance up to 100 km upstream over several days in this mode. The entire 100 km length then
can suddenly consolidate and, due to the build-up of momentum, the disruption of the ice cover
can extend downstream of the juxtaposed reach into an already consolidated ice cover, increasing
water levels another 1 to 4 m above the 3 to 5 m already associated with the initial freeze-up.
These events can cause local flooding and are referred to as “secondary consolidations” and can
be triggered by a warming in the weather after a cold spell. For an example, a secondary
consolidation occurred in the Dunvegan area in January 2004 after several days of -40 oC
weather that was followed by a warm up to -20 oC (Andres, et al. 2005). This high advance rate
would have continued for at least two more days after the end of the cold spell, since the ice floes
that had formed during the cold spell would have still been arriving at the leading edge of the
cover. Over 2 days, the air temperature increased slowly from about –41 oC to about –21 oC. The
warmer temperatures reduced the rate at which the cover was gaining strength through interstitial
freezing, while the amount of ice arriving at the front and creating a downstream force would
have still been formidable. The differential in the rate at which driving and resisting forces were
being generated likely caused the thin thermal ice in the semi-juxtaposed cover to fracture. This
released water from storage, creating a self-sustaining wave of ice and water that fractured the
solid cover downstream until it encountered conditions that were sufficient to stop the wave and
limit the extent of the secondary consolidation. This paper looks at the possibility that another
factor contributes to the destabilization of the ice cover, the release of water from storage due to
the release of anchor ice upstream of the leading edge of the ice cover.
3. Preliminary evidence for AIWaves and their effect on winter ice cover formation
stability
Over many years of operational monitoring of water level gauges on the Peace River it became
apparent that water levels on the Peace River were sensitive to air temperatures well before the
formation of the ice cover but after the water reached the supercooled condition. This suggested
that ice was having an effect on the stage-discharge relationship. At first it was assumed that this
was being caused by border ice and back channel ice formation during cold weather and retreat
in warmer weather. It was believed that only the stage and not the actual discharge was changing
and therefore the data was ignored in terms of assessing the effect on the stability on the
formation of the downstream ice cover.
On closer inspection of stage and air and water temperature data in the winter 2013-2014 it
became apparent that stage increases (and corresponding computed discharge based on the open
water rating curve) occurred after sustained cold periods followed by brief warm up periods.

Figure 2 shows increases in computed discharge on Nov 23, Dec 11 and Dec 16, 2013 coincident
or shortly after warm-up periods. Since release of border ice during warm periods should have
increased the conveyance of the channel the stage would be expected to drop relative to upstream
stations where the water had not been below freezing yet. Since the stage and possible discharge
increased rather than decreased something else was going on. If the computed discharges are
taken at face value, it appears that these waves are of the order of 500 m3/s on top of the carrier
discharge of ~1700 m3/s which is a 30% increase. However, we cannot be sure that the open
water stage-discharge relationship is close to valid when there is ice in the river, especially if
there is significant anchor ice on the bed of the river.
Due to daily hydro-peaking it is somewhat difficult to determine the true magnitude of the peaks
in Nov and Dec 2013 but flow releases from Peace Canyon Dam Dec 23 to Jan 4 were constant
at about 1370 m3/s and yet water levels and the calculated discharge fluctuations were +/- 200
m3/s at gauges where the water temperature reached the supercooled condition. At upstream
gauges where the water temperature was still above freezing due to the warm water releases from
the Peace Canyon Dam the computed discharges remained constant (Figure 2).
A similar constant flow period occurred in late February and Figure 3 shows that discharge
departures of about 250 m3/s occurred in the morning of Feb 24 at km 164. A sequence of remote
camera images that same morning captured the destabilization of the ice cover further
downstream at km 205 (Figure 4). Either this was coincidental or the discharge fluctuation was
real and played a role in destabilizing the ice cover. Since great effort and expense is put forth to
maintain near constant flow when the ice cover is forming at and above the Town of Peace
River, the possibility that these “temperature induced” waves were contributing to destabilizing
the ice cover warranted further investigation.
4. Hydraulics of AIWaves
There are several components to anchor ice formation and release that can change the hydraulic
behavior of the flow and water level in the river. These include the displacement of the river bed,
anchor ice flux (formation and release), and change in bed roughness as a result of anchor ice
growth and release. The interaction of these three mechanisms theoretically should create
transient phenomenon (waves) since the hydraulic properties change with time. These effects
have usually been ignored in the past as their effects on the river hydraulics were thought to be of
a second order in nature or not considered at all. To include these effects, modified continuity
and momentum equations are given by equations 1 and 2 including the anchor ice effects based
on the definition sketch shown in Figure 5.
The continuity equation can be written as:
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in which, A = wetted cross-sectional area including Aa; Aa = anchor ice cross-sectional area; Q =
discharge of water and ice; BT = top width of the area A ; Ba = width of the anchor ice, and
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= 𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝐵𝑎 = rate of change of anchor ice cross-sectional area. Note that this term includes the
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growth and decay of anchor ice as well as the anchor ice release. Similarly, the momentum
equation of the flow is:
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in which, ρ = water density; H = water level; pb and pi = wetted perimeters of bed and ice; τb, τi
and τa = shear stress at the bed, ice-water interface, and the wind drag. Equations 1 and 2 showed
that the change in anchor area, especially due to the release of thick anchor ice, may cause
fluctuations in the flow condition. In addition, the bed roughness changes with anchor ice growth
and release (Kerr et al. 2002).
Theoretical understanding on anchor ice evolution is very limited, although it is generally
accepted that the anchor ice growth is produced by the adhesion of frazil present at the channel
bottom and the in-situ thermal growth due to the heat exchange with the supercooled river water.
A few laboratory and field investigations have been conducted on anchor ice evolution, e.g. Kerr
et al. (1998); Doering et al. (1999), Kempema et al. (2008), Dube et al. (2014). These studies
provided some useful insights. Much more research is needed. The rate of change of anchor ice
thickness han may be formulated by considering the deposition of frazil and heat exchange with
the river water as (Wang and Shen 1992, Shen et al. 1995):
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in which, ea = porosity of anchor ice. Since the anchor ice does not completely fill the space
between the bed particles, a channel of substrate flow will form beneath the anchor ice. Field
study by Dube et al. (2014) in steep channels showed the porosity of anchor ice is about 40%.
Anchor ice could melt from underneath depending on the water temperature. The first term on
the right hand side bracket of Eq. 3 represents the rate of anchor ice growth due to frazil
adhesion. The second term represents the in-situ anchor ice growth and melting due to heat
exchanges at the top and bottom surfaces of the anchor ice. The anchor ice release term is not
shown in Eq. 3. Anchor ice release can occur when the thermal erosion from its underside
reduced the bonding strength between the anchor ice and the bed particles. Anchor ice can also
detach from the bed when the buoyant force of the anchor ice overcomes the resistance due to
the weight and inter-particle resistance of the bed particles, or when the hydrodynamic force
acting on the anchor ice exceeds a critical condition. Field observations showed anchor ice
release often occurs in late morning or around noon time (11:00 am~2:00 pm), depending on the
depth of the river and location. Night time release was a minor part of the total diel anchor ice
run (Kempema et al. 2008), which implies it is a combination of both thermal and buoyancy
effects in addition to the possible hydrodynamic erosion effect. Released anchor ice masses
could collide with and dislodge still attached ice mass downstream (Kempema et al. 2008, Kerr
et al. 2002).

4.1 Displacement of the river bed
Displacement of the river bed upwards with anchor ice growth would increase stage locally.
Although some portion of the flow is being abstracted to form anchor ice, this happens slowly
over time and the river level should increase in response to the effective bed moving upwards.
This is assuming that the hydraulic roughness of the anchor ice is equal to the bed of the river.
Although a sudden release of anchor ice moves the effective bed suddenly downwards, the water
level does not drop immediately by an equal amount to the anchor ice thickness because the
anchor ice is added to the flow. At this point there is an increase in river flow of combined water
and ice floe volume. However, there is a small decrease in river level because the anchor ice
floes are now partially sticking above the water surface where before they were fully submerged.
4.2 Anchor ice flux
Discharge is abstracted due to the formation of anchor ice from the water column to the river bed
either by suspended frazil deposition or in-situ growth. As mentioned, the anchor ice grows
slowly compared to the flow in the river so the effect at any one location on the river flow is
small. However, cumulative abstraction from the water to the anchor ice over many 10s or 100s
of kilometres could be significant.
In contrast, the release of anchor ice (compared to formation) occurs quiet suddenly and the
volume of anchor ice release is added immediately to the flow volume in the river. This increases
the discharge immediately but the water level is initially the same making the initial release of
anchor difficult to detect from water level data alone.
4.3 Anchor ice hydraulic roughness function
It was Kerr et al. (2002) that first studied the hydraulic properties of anchor ice in a flume. The
study found that initially the hydraulic roughness increased due to localized protrusions of
anchor ice into the flow (from n = 0.04 to 0.07). However, eventually as a greater area of the bed
became more covered with anchor ice, the roughness started to decrease and eventually became
smoother (n = 0.020) than the gravel bed (n = 0.04) when the entire bed was covered in anchor
ice. The roughness continued to smooth with time even after the entire bed was covered.
It remains to be seen if the Kerr et al. (2002) study describes entirely what may be happening in
the field but it does demonstrate that the effect on the hydraulic roughness is significant.
If the Kerr el al. (2002) anchor ice hydraulic roughness function is applied conceptually to the
river environment, initial anchor ice growth should increase the water level due to increasing
hydraulic roughness and then eventually start decreasing the water level due to the smoothing of
the river bed by anchor ice. Since water will initially be stored due to higher roughness and then
released as the roughness decreases, this should create a transient wave.

4.4 Interaction of the three mechanisms to form transients
If it is considered that the three mechanisms (bed displacement, anchor ice flux and roughness
change) are acting together, one may quickly see that the combined effect on water level and
discharge could be quiet complex. Since it is difficult to measure discharge accurately with ice
floes in the water and with the flow area changing because the bed elevation is changing as well,
only water level data is available for the calibration of these three components. However, it is the
discharge that is more important when considering the ice cover stability downstream. To
attempt to solve this problem, efforts were made to collect water level information at 20
locations over about 300 km reach of the Peace River so that evolution of the transients could be
tracked and then numerically simulated in order to determine the relative importance and roles of
the three mechanisms.
5. Field investigations of AIWaves on the Peace River in the 2014 – 2015 Winter
5.1 Anchor ice gauge deployment and retrieval
Between Oct 15 and 20 2014, Solinst submersible data loggers for measuring water level and
water temperature were deployed in the Peace River at the locations listed in Table 1, shown in
Figure 1. Some photographs from this trip are shown in Figures 6 to 9) The locations of the sites
were determined based on spatial distribution (taking into account the locations of permanent
Environment Canada and BC Hydro water level stations), suitable depth of water cover and
stable banks not prone to erosion or ice scouring. All of the temporary gauges were located in
areas with no ground access and therefore a jet boat was used to reach the sites and deploy the
gauges.
The anchor ice gauges consisted of Solinst Edge M20 Leveloggers mounted in protective covers
securely fastened to recycled grader blades (Figure 6). The data loggers were set to record at
five minute intervals. This short interval was chosen to be able to pick sudden datum shifts due
to ice action but meant that by the time the loggers were retrieved in May, a subsequent survey
could not be used to determine by how much they had moved since the loggers were full by Mar
3.
Suitable gauge locations were determined and the anchor assembly was then anchored to a large
tree located up on the river bank above the high water mark using 3/8 inch galvanized cable.
The logger assembly was then deployed using the jet boat and an acoustic depth sounder to place
the gauges into approximately 3 to 4 m of water.
Figure 1 shows the locations of all temporary and permanent gauge locations used during this
study. For gauges where no geodetic benchmarks were available, arbitrary survey bench marks
were established which consisted of an eight inch spike nailed into the base of a live tree. A
water level survey was then conducted to assist with data management in the event the loggers
became dislodged during the winter due to ice scouring or debris flows although subsequent
surveys during the winter were not possible due to difficulty in access. However, the surveys will
help in comparing data in subsequent years.

Because the Solinst Edge loggers are not vented to the air, barometric pressure compensation
must be applied to the data. Therefore, temporary Solinst Barologgers were installed at the
Fairview water intake building located at km 309 and also at the Town of Peace River (km 397)
to give good spatial coverage of barometric pressures along the river. Upstream barometric
pressure data was obtained from Environment Canada data collected at the Fort St. John, BC
airport, corresponding roughly to km 112.
On May 20 and 21, 2015, the loggers were recovered from the Peace River, also with the use of a
jet boat (Figures 10 and 11). The two day trip started in Taylor, British Columbia and concluded
in Peace River, Alberta which included an overnight stay along the river. The anchor assemblies
were recovered by drifting the boat over the anchor and hand-pulling them onto the boat. A few
of the anchors were weighed down with sunken woody debris and had to be pulled loose using
the boat. A water level survey was once again conducted prior to logger retrieval to aid with
data manipulation in the event the logger moved during the winter. Although the loggers were no
longer collecting data at this time, the survey data will be useful in follow-up studies to
determine approximate discharge rating curves for each of the locations by comparing to nearby
Environment Canada gauging locations. Unfortunately, the sensor deployed at km 161 dislodged
from the grader blade assembly as it was being pulled into the boat. There is some hope that the
sensor may be found during lower water conditions in late summer or early Fall 2015.
5.2 Peace River bed material
Figures 6 and 7 show large gravel deposits that dominate the Peace River bed. These large gravel
sizes have the potential to hold down large thicknesses of anchor ice before being overpowered
by drag and buoyancy. Some locations (Figure 8) show bedrock outcrops where potentially
anchor ice thicknesses could be even larger. Silt is also common (Figure 7) and can stain the
anchor ice brown. Figure 9 shows one of numerous clay cliffs, sources of very fine sediment that
account for suspended load.
5.3 Analysis of 2014-2015 anchor ice gauge data
There were about 8 anchor ice release events during the 2014-2015 winter that were brought
about by the fluctuating air temperatures as shown in Figure 12. Measured water temperatures
are shown in Figure 13. Three of the water temperature sensors gave anomalous readings for
certain periods when compared to their nearest upstream and downstream counterparts. These
are notated in Figure 13. It is believed that this occurred due to sediment covering the sensor so
they were no longer reading water temperature but river bed temperature. Timing of the
anomalous readings suggested that the km 239 sensor was covered due to normal sedimentation
over a few weeks after deployment and then it recovered possibly due to sediment lifting by
anchor ice on Nov 12. The sensor at km 335 gave anomalously high readings Dec 3 to Mar 3 and
this may has been due to gravel dropping from dislodged anchor ice on top of the sensor. The
water temperature sensor at Dunvegan (km 296) was damaged due to a consolidation on Jan 10
and no more water temperature data was available after this event for that sensor. However,
considering all of the water temperature sensors, the majority of the temperature data was
uninterrupted and gave a clear picture of when and where supercooling events occurred over the
2014-2015 winter.

Stage data from the submersible data loggers, Environment Canada and BC Hydro gauging sites
are plotted in Figure 14. Shifts in datum were removed by looking at sudden jumps in elevation
over the 5 minute logging intervals and by comparing these sudden jumps to the nearest
upstream and downstream gauges. For sites that had both water level and water temperature
information, the stage data in Figure 14 are highlighted in light blue for when the water
temperature was near freezing. This allows for an easier assessment for when the water level
could have been affected by ice. The datum for the water levels was chosen in order to plot them
on the same graph decreasing from upstream to downstream. Water levels after ice cover
formation are omitted as they cause the lines to cross (due to stage-up) and cover the data of
interest before ice cover formation. Also shown in Figure 14 are the location and times of anchor
ice photographs and observations.
5.3.1 Nov 11-18, 2014
The first ice event occurred Nov 11-18, 2014. Figure 15 shows a magnified portion of Figure 14
for this period. It appears that an increase in water levels grows in the downstream direction near
the end of the period where the water temperatures are near freezing. The Solinst loggers are not
sensitive enough to register the exact start and end of the supercooled period. Also, since the
sensors are at most 50 m from shore it is possible that there is a delayed response in recording
the arrival and departure of the zero degree isotherm relative to the central portion of the channel
where the majority of the anchor ice release would be taking place. It is therefore likely that
anchor ice starts to be released many hours or a fraction of a day before the highlighted portion
of the water levels in Figure 15 end.
Figure 16 is based on the same data as Figure 15 but the vertical scale is normalized by two
temporally connected water levels before and after the supercooled period, ~Nov 8-10 and ~Nov
18-19 respectively. This allows for a more direct comparison of the AIWaves as it evolves in the
downstream direction as it removes the relative effect of local cross section conveyance. It shows
that the AIWaves adds an additional 0.5 m increase in water level at the downstream stations
compared to the upstream stations.
The rapid downstream movement of the zero-degree isotherm Nov 13-17 was forecast using the
CRISSP model and as a result a visual observation of the ice floes was conducted at the Town of
Peace River (km 394-397) in the afternoon of Nov16, 2014 to determine if anchor ice floes could
be identified (Figure 17). Based on their dark colour, this photograph shows that indeed about
90% or more of the ice floes were released anchor ice. This observation is plotted as a red dot on
the stage data in Figures 15 and 16 and is a strong indication that the stage increase was anchor
ice release related.
Figure 18 compares the computed discharge from field stage data and open water rating curve
compared to discharge routed by the CRISSP version that does not compute anchor ice effects.
Departure between the two on Nov 15-17, 2014 is likely due to an AIWaves. The red dot is when
photograph (Figure 17) was taken. If the magnitude of the AIWaves in Figure 18 (about 500
m3/s) is taken at face value then this discharge increase is surprisingly high. However, as
discussed in Section 4, the stage-discharge relationship is not stable during anchor ice formation
and release so a determination of the actual flow increase is pending numerical analysis with an
upgraded model and calibration of the anchor ice growth and roughness functions.

5.3.2 Dec 19, 2014
Another anchor ice release event was photographed on Dec 19, 2014 during a float trip as part of
a river ice safety course. The trip started at the Dunvegan Bridge (km 296) and was completed at
the Town of Fairview water intake (km 309). Most of the ice floes were released anchor ice
(Figure 19). Examination of the water levels and water temperatures for this period in Figures 13
and 14 indicate that the anchor ice was likely released by a downstream advancement of the zero
degree isotherm in the km 239 to km 271 reach, about 25 to 55 km upstream of the Dunvegan
Bridge. This unique opportunity to obtain a close-up view of released anchor ice floes inspired
the question and study of how much sediment may be transported by anchor ice compared to
open water mechanisms (Kalke et al. 2015).
A close look at the crystal structure of this released anchor ice obtained during the Dec 19, 2014
float trip is shown on Figure 20. It is apparent that most of the crystals are quiet large and
irregular indicating that this piece of anchor ice likely formed by in-situ growth rather than
deposition of frazil ice particles. This was also found by Kempema et al. 2011 on the Laramie
River. However, there are at least two distinct frazil disks that are clearly visible in Figure 20.
Sand is also visible and is what gives the floes the brown colour in Figures 17, 19, 23 and 24.
5.3.3 Jan 1-14, 2015
There were two AIWaves that occurred during this period, one on Jan 1 and a second one on Jan
14. The mean daily discharge was being held constant during this time to promote the stable
formation of the river ice cover at the Town of Peace River. Under this operating procedure,
Peace Canyon discharges are held constant for 20 hours of the day with 4 hours of peaking or
reduced discharge allowed, the daily average flow must remain constant as well. The peaks
typically attenuate to 15 cm or less before reaching the leading edge of the ice cover. This
relatively stable flow allowed for an easier discernment of the AIWaves then previous events.
The water levels for this period are plotted in Figure 21 with the near freezing water periods
highlighted. For the upstream gauges that are mostly above the freezing condition the flow
discharge and peaks are relatively constant. There are departures from this in the gauge data
further downstream where the water temperatures are near freezing. Figure 21 shows an
AIWaves forming on Dec 31- Jan 1 starting at km 208 and travelling downstream. The red line
in Figure 21 shows the water level at the south end of the Town of Peace River (after the ice
cover formed on Dec 28) and indicates that a secondary consolidation occurred at the town late
on Jan 1. The resulting water levels were very high and threatened to cause groundwater seepage
into basements in the Lower West Peace Subdivision. Fortunately, it takes a few weeks for the
groundwater table to react and the river levels by that time had subsided so no seepage occurred.
However, this does indicate that AIWaves may be playing a role in destabilizing the ice cover
despite the efforts of holding flows constant. It is unclear what may had caused the other
consolidation event on Dec 30 at the Town of Peace River but it could had been a wave
generated by anchor ice smoothing or due to other causes as described in Section 2.
Cold weather returned for Jan 2 to 13 and the water temperature cooled to near freezing all the
way upstream to km 112. At most gauge sites this caused the water levels to increase which
indicates that the combined effect of anchor ice thickness and roughness had a positive effect on
water level compared to unaffected upstream gauges. The exception was the gauge at km 164
(Peace above Alces) where the water level first decreased Jan 2 to 5 and then increased Jan 5 to

14. This may had been a location where the anchor ice had hydraulically smoothed the bed to
offset and overcome the bed elevation change.
A rapid warming occurred on Jan 14 and the gauges that had water near freezing for at least one
week prior dropped suddenly by about half a metre despite that the upstream gauges did not drop
and the daily flow releases out of Peace Canyon Dam and peaking were being held constant
(Figure 21). The data was smoothed with a 24 hour running average and shifted to a constant
elevation post anchor ice release in Figure 22. This figure shows more clearly the relative
changes in water level during this anchor ice formation and release event. The drop on Jan 14
suggests that this decrease was due to the release of anchor ice. Field observations during this
time did confirm that the majority of the ice floes were released anchor ice at km 205 (Figure 23)
and km 260 (Figure 24). Dramatic video of anchor ice breaching the surface was obtained in the
morning of January 14 at km 164. However, this time the resulting wave did not disrupt the ice
cover downstream but caused a slow attenuated increase in water levels by about half a metre for
gauges in the ice covered reach. Part of increase was due to slowing to the leading edge of the ice
cover putting less water into storage but some portion of it was likely due to the AIWave.
CRISSP simulations (without the enhanced anchor ice feature) for Jan 13 at km 205 showed
surface ice concentrations close to zero while Figure 23 shows a significant concentration,
probably because it is mostly released anchor ice. Similarly, CRISSP simulations for Jan 14 at
km 260 showed surface ice concentrations close to zero while Figure 24 shows a concentration
determined by Kalke et al. (2015) of 16%.
5.3.4 Feb 10-13, 2015
Field observations were conducted February 10-13, 2015 since there was cold weather with a
forecasted warm spell. Unique to this event was the fact that Peace Canyon releases were
unusually low for this time of year (about 400 m3/s compared to about 1200 to 1600 m3/s). This
shallow flow in the river, reduced turbidity due to the lower discharge and sunny weather
allowed for unprecedented observation of anchor ice. An aerial survey on Feb 12 showed large
expanses of anchor ice (Figure 25) that were observed from the flight extent at km 105 to the
leading edge of the ice cover at km 189. It appeared the anchor ice preferred not to form in the
shallowest areas, probably due to the dislodgement by surface ice floes. It did form at mid depths
where it was clearly visible at these low flows. It also appeared in deeper parts of the channel but
this was more difficult to see. Figure 25 shows that in the deepest far left channel there is some
dark green coloration that could be an indication that there is anchor ice along the thalweg as
well. There should be larger riverbed material along the thalweg due to higher velocities and
therefore the anchor ice would have heavier anchor points there, although the drag to promote
dislodgement from flowing water would be more powerful. These observations of very large and
extensive formations of anchor ice support the evidence from SWIPS data by Buermans et al.
(2015) that anchor ice formation could be accounting for reduced suspended frazil concentrations
relative to their numerically simulated values.
Due to the higher sun angle this late in the winter, daily mid-day releases of anchor ice were
documented by video taken from the Taylor Bridge at km 123 on Feb 10, by a game camera at
the same location on Feb 11 and 12, and during the aerial observations (km 105 to 189) on Feb
12.

The Feb 10 and 12 mid-day releases at km 123 were interesting. It appeared that the anchor ice
released in long strips about 2 to 5 metres wide and 100+ m long in a matter of a few minutes.
The releases happened from upstream to downstream and once initiated it appeared that it was a
hydraulic process rather than a thermal one. It seemed that once the first ice block released, the
flow would get under the leading edge of the anchor ice downstream and dislodge the next ice
block (Figure 26). This continued until a long strip of anchor ice was released (Figure 27).
Overnight on Feb 10-11 and Feb 11-12 this anchor ice would rebuild. The other interesting fact
was that the releasing anchor ice at km 123 was not dirty but white when floating with only
cobbles and large gravel present. This was in contrast to the dirty ice floes photographed further
downstream earlier in the winter at km 160, 296 and 260. It appears that there are two types of
anchor ice on the Peace River (dirty and clean) and this probably depends on if the anchor ice
forms on clean gravel beds or in deeper and faster flow areas where there is fine sediment
moving during anchor ice formation.
Releases during the flight on Feb 12 were more extensive than on Feb 10 and 11 due to slightly
warmer and much sunnier conditions and a secondary consolidation from km 188 to km 204
which was documented by a remote camera (Jasek and Paslawski, 2015) did occur in the
afternoon on this day. It is possible that an AIWave played a role in this consolidation event.
6. Numerical Simulation of AIWaves
A preliminary numerical study on the impacts of anchor ice on flows using a modified
CRISSP1D model based on Eqs. 1 & 2 for a case in the Peace River with a constant upstream
boundary discharge is used to examine the effect of different components of anchor ice
phenomenon on stage and discharge changes along the river.
A constant discharge of 1200 𝑚3 /𝑠 is assumed at the Peace Canyon Dam as the upstream
boundary condition to examine the anchor ice related waves together with the air temperature for
the period between Nov. 8, 2014 and Nov. 20, 2014. The downstream boundary at Fort
Vermillion is a constant stage of 250 𝑚 and is more than 400 km downstream of the study area
so bears no effect on the results presented in this report. The water temperature used at the
upstream boundary is the observed water temperature shown in Figure 28. Figure 28 also shows
the air temperature data at two stations (km 296 and km 397) during the same period. The cloud
cover condition is assumed to be CC = 5 (5 tenths). Air temperature data for all seven weather
stations along the river from 20.44 km to 831.5 km are used in the simulations. All distances
used in the report are measured from the Bennett Dam. A linearized heat exchange equation is
used to calculate the water temperature and ice productions:
∗
𝜙𝑤𝑎
= −𝜙𝑅𝑤 + ℎ𝑤𝑎,2 (𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑎 )

[4]

∗
where 𝜙𝑤𝑎
= net rate of heat loss; 𝜙𝑅𝑊 is the solar radiation; 𝑇𝑤 = water temperature; 𝑇𝑎 = air
temperature; ℎ𝑤𝑎,2 is a heat exchange coefficient. The sunrise and sunset angle is assumed to be
90° and thus, for Peace River with high latitude (~56o North), the solar radiation is zero. This
was done to prevent mid-day release of 100% of the anchor ice in the model because such
complete releases were not observed in the field.

A simplified relationship between bed roughness and anchor ice thickness (ℎ𝑎𝑛 ) is used in the
simulations. The bed gravel size is assumed to be 0.031 m. Before the anchor ice thickness
reaches the top of the bed gravel, i.e. half of the gravel diameter (𝑑𝑠 ), the bed roughness
increases linearly with anchor ice growth to a maximum of 35% over the gravel bed roughness
when anchor ice thickness reaches the top of the gravel. The bed roughness decreases linearly
with further growth of anchor ice to a minimum value of 65% of the gravel bed roughness when
the anchor ice thickness reaches 3 𝑑𝑠 . After that, the bed roughness will remain constant at the
minimum value. After the anchor ice release, the bed roughness returns to the original gravel
bed roughness. A refined formulation may be developed in the future from detailed calibrations
with the field data.
6.1 Effect of bed elevation change
Figure 29 shows simulated discharge and stage with anchor ice effects due to bed elevation
𝜕𝐴
change , 𝜕𝑡𝑎 , only. The fluctuations in both discharge and stage are relatively small compared to
field observations. These results showed the effects of area changes caused by anchor ice are in
the order of 10% for this case with a flow depth of about 3 m. Since these anchor ice grows
gradually, the discharge and stage fluctuations are small.
6.2 Effect of anchor ice flux
Figure 30 shows the result when only the effect of the volume flux of the anchor ice growth,
𝑑ℎ
decay and release, i.e. 𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝐵𝑎 , to the flow is considered. The bed elevation and bed roughness
changes are ignored. Both discharge and stage fluctuations are about the same as the effect of
𝜕𝐴
𝑑ℎ
bed elevation change, since the terms 𝜕𝑡𝑎 and 𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝐵𝑎 in Eq. 1 are the same. The only minor
difference may come from their contributions in the momentum equation.
6.3 Effect of bed roughness change
Figure 31 shows the simulation results when only the bed roughness change due to anchor ice is
𝜕𝐴
𝑑ℎ
considered. The terms for bed elevation change 𝜕𝑡 and discharge flux change 𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝐵𝑎 in the
flow equations are ignored. This shows the waves produced by the bed roughness change due to
anchor ice is much more significant than the bed elevation change and anchor ice flux change.
The maximum fluctuations in discharge and stage exceed 30% of the undisturbed discharge.
6.3 Overall effect of anchor ice
Figure 32 shows the simulated discharge and stage due to the entire anchor ice process including
the bed elevation change and flux change due to anchor ice growth, decay, and release, as well as
the bed roughness change. The distance between the stations are about 25 km to allow for the
comparison of wave speed. The freezing (supercooling) period increases from upstream to
downstream due to heat loss when travelling to downstream. Discharge and stage fluctuations
caused by anchor ice are similar. The fluctuations increase from upstream to downstream due to
the cumulative effect of disturbances along the river. The duration of discharge and stage
fluctuations are identical to the duration of anchor ice presence. The stage increases and
decreases with bed roughness. The appearance of peak stage at a given station is slightly later
than the appearance of peak value of bed roughness. This might be resulted from the response

time needed for the stage with changing bed roughness and bed elevation. The discharge
variations follow stage changes with a slight time lag. The anchor ice thickness increases from
upstream to downstream, since freezing period increases from upstream to downstream. The
solar radiation is zero, since the 90° sunrise and sunset angle is assumed. This was done to
prevent complete mid-day release of anchor ice on cold days in November since these releases
were not observed in the field. Anchor ice in all these locations were released due to melting by
warm water from the reservoir upstream. The maximum anchor ice thickness is about 0.35 m
before it is released.
6.4 Discussions
The presence of anchor ice affects the river flow in several ways. The initial formation of anchor
ice might increase the overall bed roughness. Later on, when the growth of anchor ice filled the
gaps between gravels, the river bed becomes smoother with the increase in anchor ice thickness.
In addition, large anchor ice growth along a long reach will raise the bed elevation and increase
the stage. The release of anchor ice along a river reach would result in disturbances on both stage
and discharge by changing the bed elevation and the mass flux of the flow.
Figures 29 to 32 compared discharge and stage fluctuations due to different components of the
anchor ice evolution. The bed roughness change caused by the anchor ice appears to be the
dominant factor affecting the flow conditions. The flow cross section area change, i.e. the bed
elevation change, and discharge flux change caused by anchor ice are less significant and only
cause short duration fluctuations in discharge and stage.
Some insight may be gained by comparing these numerical simulations (Figure 32, for the Nov 8
to 20 period) with the measured water level field data for the same time window (Figure 15 and
Figure 16). The discharge in the simulation and the field are different, constant 1200 m3/s in the
simulation and increasing from about 600 m3/s to about 1300 m3/s (daily average) in the field,
with additional hourly fluctuations around those flows. However, the discharge during the anchor
ice release event (Nov 16) is not too different between the simulation and the field. With this in
mind one striking difference between Figure 32 and Figures 15-16 is the there is a simulated
stage and discharge decrease prior to a sudden increase at the end of the anchor ice release event,
while in the field there is no decrease but only an increase. This could be due to an incorrect
anchor ice roughness vs. thickness function specified in the model. The roughness function was
based on laboratory experiments (Kerr et al. 2002) where the roughness first increased and then
decreased below the gravel bed roughness with anchor ice growth. However, this may not be
happening in the river since the anchor ice growth would likely be more variable due to nonuniform flow conditions and variations in gravel size. A roughness function where the anchor ice
only increases with anchor ice growth and does not decrease (or at least does not decrease below
that of the bed) may be able to explain why a drop in water level prior to the increase does not
occur in the field. This will be investigated in a subsequent study.
Conclusions
Evidence from the field and from numerical simulations showed that the formation and release of
anchor ice can cause significant waves or fluctuations in discharge and water levels.

AIWaves in the field were found to occur just before some consolidations of the winter ice cover
indicating that they may cause ice cover instability, the precursor to the formation of freeze-up
ice jams, high water levels, and potential flooding. Coincident observation of large quantities of
anchor ice floes during the peak water levels of the AIWave supported their origin as a result of
anchor ice release.
In numerical simulation of AIWaves by a modified CRISSP 1D model, the bed roughness
change caused by the anchor ice appears to be the dominant factor affecting the flow conditions.
The flow cross section area change, i.e. the bed elevation change, and discharge flux change
caused by anchor ice are less significant and only cause short duration fluctuations in discharge
and stage.
Visual and photographic evidence showed that the anchor ice formation and release on the Peace
River is extensive and therefore likely very significant in augmenting the flow in the river and
important in the numerical simulation of river ice the resulting water levels and flows.
Observations of anchor ice release in clear water indicated that the anchor ice released in
longitudinal strips and was a hydraulic process rather than exclusively being a thermal one.
Some released anchor ice floes appeared to be fairly clear with occasional large pieces of gravel
and cobbles while other anchor ice floes contained a lot of fine sand making them appear dirty.
This probably depends on if the anchor ice formed on clean gravel beds or in deeper and faster
flow areas where there was fine sediment moving during anchor ice formation.
Limited close up observation of the anchor ice crystal structure indicated that both in-situ growth
as well as suspended frazil deposition were mechanisms that build anchor ice. However, in the
one sample it appeared that in-situ growth may have been dominant.
Further work is required to calibrate the numerical model to better simulate the measured
AIWave data.
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Table 1. List of water level and water temperature gauges on the Peace River used in the 20142015 AIRWave study.
Distance from Bennett Dam
(km)
112 (Old Fort)
123 (Taylor)
137
161
164 (Alces)
180
208
239
247
271
296 (Dunvegan)
309
335
355
370
385
390
394
397 (Town of Peace River)
426

Data Source
Environment Canada real-time gauge
Environment Canada real-time gauge
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
Environment Canada real-time gauge
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
Environment Canada real-time gauge
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
BC Hydro Solinst submersible data logger
BC Hydro real-time gauge
Environment Canada real-time gauge
BC Hydro real-time gauge

Water
Temperature
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no

Figure 1. Map of the Peace River and locations of water level gauges that were used to study
anchor ice release waves.
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Figure 2. Discharge (computed from open water rating curves), air and water temperature during
the Nov 1, 2013 to Jan 4, 2014.

a)

b)

Figure 3. a) Discharge computed from open water rating curves Feb 19 to 26, 2014 at Peace
Canyon Dam (km 20.4), Hudsons Hope (km 28), Peace above Pine River (km 112), Peace at
Taylor (km 123) and Peace River above Alces River (km 164). The small dip for the PCP station
on Feb 24 is due to an air bubbler leak. b) River valley air temperatures at Bennett Dam,
Hudsons Hope, Peace above Pine, Peace above Alces River, Dunvegan, Smoky River at Watino,
Town of Peace River, Sunny Valley

Figure 4. Remote camera images showing a destabilization of the ice cover on Feb 24 a)10:00
hrs b)10:30 hrs c)11:00 hrs d)11:30 hrs. Flow direction is right to left.

Figure 5. Definition sketch for river hydraulic with anchor ice

Figure 6. Grader blades with pipe holding Solinst Logger were deployed on the ends of steel
cables.

Figure 7. Course gravel near km 208 indicates that anchor ice thickness could be substantial. Silt
is also present.

Figure 8. Some reaches like this location near km 180 had extensive bedrock outcrops indicating
that the anchor ice thickness could potentially be very high at these locations.

Figure 9. Surrounding terrain showing source for fine suspended sediments in the Peace River.

Figure 10. May 20-21, 2015 anchor ice gauge retrieval fieldtrip.

Figure 11. May 20-21, 2015 anchor ice gauge retrieval fieldtrip.

Figure 12. Hourly air temperatures in 2014 – 2015 recorded in the Peace River valley at km 28, 112, 164, 296, 397 and 490.

Figure 13. Peace River water temperatures 2014 – 2015. Unreliable data for various periods at km 239, 296 and 335 are noted on the
figure.

Figure 14. Peace River water levels 2014 – 2015. Highlighted water levels are for when the water temperature was near freezing at
those gauge locations. The datum for the water levels was chosen in order to plot them on the same graph decreasing from upstream to
downstream. Water levels after ice formation are omitted as they cause the lines to cross and cover the data of interest before ice cover
formation. Also shown are location and times of anchor ice photographs and observations.

Figure 15. Peace River water levels Nov 8 – 20, 2014. Highlighted water levels are for when
the water temperature was near freezing at those gauge locations.

Figure 16. Normalized Peace River water levels Nov 8 – 20, 2014. A ~0.5 m high AIRWave
formation is apparent in the downstream gauges (km 335 – 426, Nov 15-18) relative to the
upstream gauges (km 112 to 309).

Figure 17. Photograph of dirty ice floes at the Town of Peace River (km 397) on Nov 16, 2014
that shows most of the floes were released anchor ice.
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Figure 18. Computed discharge from field stage data and open water rating curve compared to
discharge routed by the CRISSP version that does not compute anchor ice effects. Departure
between the two on Nov 15-17, 2014 is likely due to an AIRWave. The red dot is when
photograph (Figure 16) was taken.

Figure 19. Released anchor ice floes photographed during a river ice safety course trip on Dec
19, 2015 from km 296 to 309. Bottom left to right: Vincent McFarlane, University of Alberta,
Logie McLagan, Rescue Canada, Joel Evans, BC Hydro, Rocio Fernandez, University of
Alberta, Kerry Paslawski, Timberoot Environmental, Lim Lavalley, Rescue Canada and Mark
Loewen, University of Alberta.

Figure 20. Sample of released anchor ice obtained during a river ice safety course trip on Dec
19, 2015.

Figure 21. Peace River water levels Dec 28, 2014 – Jan 17, 2015. Highlighted water levels are
for when the water temperature was near freezing at those gauge locations.

Figure 22. Peace River water levels Dec 28, 2014 – Jan 17, 2015 but plotted as a 24 hour
running average (to smooth out daily hydro-peaking) and aligned at the same level after anchor
ice has released (Jan 15-17) to ascertain relative differences.

Figure 23. Dark released anchor ice floes dominated the water surface at km 205 on Jan 13,
2015 15:34 hrs.

Figure 24. Dark released anchor ice floes dominated the water surface at km 260 on Jan 14,
2015 13:26 hrs.

Figure 25. Large anchor ice bed at km 109 observed during low flow condition on Feb 12, 2015.
Flow direction is left to right.

Figure 26. Three video images taken about 2 to 3 seconds apart showing hydraulic dislodgment
of anchor ice from upstream to downstream. Taken on Feb 10, 2015 at about 14:20 hrs from the
bridge at Taylor (km 123). Flow direction is top to bottom.

Figure 27. Two still camera images about 5 minutes apart showing the dislodgment of a
longitudinal strip of anchor ice several metres wide and 10s of metres long on Feb 12, 2015.
Actual air temperature at this time was -3 oC and had been -11 oC overnight. Flow direction is
top to bottom.

Figure 28. Water temperature at the upstream boundary and air temperature data.

Figure 29. Simulated discharge and stage, consider only the cross section area change (i.e. bed
elevation change) due to anchor ice with 90° sunrise and sunset angle.

Figure 30. Simulated discharge and stage, consider only the contribution of the anchor ice
growth and release volume to the discharge with 90° sunrise and sunset angle.

Figure 31. Simulated discharge and stage considering bed roughness changes only with 90°
sunrise and sunset angle.

Figure 32. Simulated results of the overall effects of anchor ice on stage and discharge with 90°
sunrise and sunset angle.

